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meaning of the sentence is _____. you can interpret it in several

ways.(05/12)A) skeptical B) exclusive C) intelligible D)ambiguous2.

The first sentence in this paragraph is ____. it can be interpreted in

many ways. (03/9)A) intricate B) ambiguous C) duplicated D)

confused3. The damage to my car was _____ in the accident, but I

have a lingering fear even today. (03/6)A) insufficient B) ignorant C)

ambiguous D) negligible4. Fortune-tellers are good at marking

________ statements such as “Your sorrows will change.”

(01/6)A)philosophical B)ambiguous C)literal D)invalid5. His

_______ directions confused us. we did not know which of the two

roads to take. (99/6)A) ambiguous B) complicated C) arbitrary D)

intricate6. The directions were so _______ that it was impossible to

complete the assignment. (98/6)A) ingenious B) ambitious C)

notorious D) ambiguousBewilder(4次)1. Doctors are often caught

in a _________ because they have to decide whether they should tell

their patients the truth or not. (02/1)A) puzzle B) perplexity C)

dilemma D) bewilderment 2. When the farmers visited the city for

the first time, they were ________ by its complicated traffic system.

(01/6)A)evoked B)bewildered C)diverted D)undermined 3. Small

farms and the lack of modern technology have ______ agricultural

production. (01/1)A) blundered B) tangled C) bewildered D)

hampered 4. Many tourists were _______ by the citys complicated



traffic system. (98/6)A) degraded B) bewildered C) evoked D)

divertedCharge(4次)1. Scientists are pushing known technologies to

their limits in an attempt to ____more energy from the earth.

(03/9)A) extract B) inject C) discharge D) drain2. He is the only

person who can ____ in this case, because the other witnesses were

killed mysteriously. (02/6)A) testify B) charge C) accuse D) rectify 3.

The price of the coal will vary according to how far it has to be

transported and how expensive the freight _______ are. (02/1)A)

payments B) charges C) funds D) prices 4. The prisoner was ______

of his civil liberty for three years. (01/1)A) discharged B) derived C)

deprived D) dispatched Converge(3次)1. He blew out the candle

and _______ his way to the door. (02/12)A) converged B) groped

C) strove D) wrenched2. If the fire alarm is sounded, all residents are

requested to _______ in the courtyard. (97/6)A) assemble B)

converge C) crowd D) accumulate3. The mayor was asked to

__________ his speech in order to allow his audience to raise

questions. (97/1)A) constrain B) conduct C) condense D)

convergeConsistent(2次)1. What you say now is not ____ with what

you said last week. (02/6)A) consistent B) persistent C) permanent

D) insistent2. Bill is an example of a severely disabled person who has

become _______ at many survival skills. (99/1)A) proficient B)

persistent C) consistent D) sufficient 100Test 下载频道开通，各类
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